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EXCLUSIVE
DELUXE
RETREAT

RETREAT TO TRANSFORM
THE RETREAT THAT HELPS YOU CREATE A LIFE YOU DON'T NEED A BREAK FROM

RETREAT IN PORTUGAL - 30.09.-05.10.2022

EXCLUSIVE
DELUXE
RETREAT

We don't believe in Work/Life Balance aka Work vs. Life.
We believe in creating a lifestyle that integrates all aspects of your life:
Wellbeing.Business.Spirituality.
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An exclusive & extraordinary package
ALL
WORKSHOPS,
PRIVATE
LUXURIOUS
ROOMS & MEALS
INCLUDED

EXCLUSIVE
DELUXE
RETREAT

COACHING WORKSHOPS
4 days of group coaching workshops to find your own strength, deepest potential, discover your
purpose, connect to your greater purpose & work on your next steps. Using the power of the group
(max. 15 people) and co-creation.
MAGICAL EXPERIENCES
This is the ingredient that spices up the retreat. There will be morning and evening meditations
and a magical ceremony every evening with changing practices like cacao ceremony, energy
session, letting go ritual and a festive surprise retreat end celebration. And the daytime experiences
like a mindfulness hike round it up.
LUXURIOUS LOCATION
5 days in a private exclusive villa in Portugal. Private luxurious rooms for single use only.
FOOD
Fresh and local vegan food cooked from a personal chef for maximum energy.
YOU TIME & COMMUNITY GATHERING
You will have plenty of you time or connect with the group. Additionally bookable options like surfing
or Yoga are available. We carefully curate the group to ensure a good energy and room for growth.
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For whom is the retreat?
It is for:
people trapped in the hamster wheel looking for a way out, but
don't know how
ambitious business people looking for a change and seeking
support in defining the new direction
people who want to start their own business, but lack clarity what
their true mission is and in which direction to go
people who want a life that integrates their ambition and heart's
desires
It is for people who are hungry for a change not only in their business life, but
in their whole life and are ready to really tackle it together with us and the
support of the group.
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YOUR LIFE
BEFORE
Climbing up the career ladder every year
Exhausted from the hamster wheel
From outside your life seems great
Inside you feel a deeper calling
Craving more purpose & more depth in your life and career
But....
how could that actually look like?
how can I really switch off and recharge?
how can I keep the energy in my daily life?
to whom can I talk about it? The people surrounding me live
the same life as I do.

CLEAR LIFE VISION - know who you are & what you want. Thrive in
your career & build a new lifestyle that combines career, purpose
and well-being.
ELEVATED - immense clarity, confidence, joy and motivation.
ACTIONABLE NEXT STEPS - not just a vision and a dream, but a
clear plan to bring it to live.
FULL ENERGY BATTERIES - filled from deep & unique experience
sessions, meditations, healthy food, time in nature.
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY LEVEL - you know your energy thiefs in life,
your energy providers & clear next steps to keep a high energy level
in your daily life.
SUPPORT NETWORK - newly created connections to like-minded
people that will remain for your new life.
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What does RETRE.ATION stand for?

EXCLUSIVE
DELUXE
RETREAT

RETREAT
+
TRANSFORMATION
=
RETRE.ATION
The retreat that supports you create a life you don't need a break from.

RETRE.ATION IS NOT FOR EVERYONE.
DO YOU HAVE THE COURAGE TO START A LIFE CHANGING JOURNEY?
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Who is behind RETRE.ATION?

EXCLUSIVE
DELUXE
RETREAT

RETRE.ATION was created by Sandra and Mona:

Ex-corporates who wanted more than the hamster wheel.
More than a job that pays the bills, 5 weeks annual vacation and a
house.
So they took the leap of faith and left the corporate world in order to
transform and re-create their lives.
A life with more meaning. A life that combines ambition and heart.
A life that integrates wellbeing, business and spirituality.

With retre.ation they are now helping others do the same.
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We will create deep transformation together and bring the three pillars of spirituality , bu siness
and well-being together for a life you lov e.
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An exceptional combination

BUSINESS

SPIRITUALITY

We are deeply convi nced that it is possible to
be successful and do a j ob that matches you r

We believe that business and spirituality can
be very compatible with each other - in ou r

strengths and talents and fulfills you.
We believe in the integration of business
into our life - a li fe that you love.
Together we will find out what really matter s
to you and which career pass suits your

opinion, it even goes much further.
Spirituality can bring an upgr ade in
business and thus represent a success
factor. We will show you how during the
retreat and use the power of spir ituality to

talents and needs for a fulfilled life.

take your transformation to the next level.

WELL-BEING
We value well-being as the foundation of a fulfi lling, healthy and suc c essful l i fe. I t comes

Wel l - bei ng

from following one' s purpose, but if one activ ely pr omotes well-being, it can in tu r n su ppo r t
our personal journey. Therefore, we wor k fr om both dir ections in ou r r etr eat.
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Coaching workshops
YOU WONDER WHAT WE MEAN WHEN WE TALK ABOUT COACHING WORKSHOPS...

FORMAT

TOPICS

TOOLS

Topics we will be working on include e.g. :
Daily 3.5 hours in total
Group setting
We will co-create and use the power of the
group to support your transformation best.
This will speed up the transformation
process.

defining your superpowers
creating an inspiring but also actionabl e
vision for your future
dealing with inner resistance
stress management
managing & boosting your energy levels
the power of letting go
making your vision come to life through
next step definition & accountability

Group discussions
Storytelling
Visualisations
Mind-Body Exercises
Reflection Circles
Journaling
Meditation
I mprovisation Exercises
Group Rituals
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A whole team to support your transformation
Mona Hassan (Main Host)
Mona Hassan (1986) is an ICF certified PCC coach (+500 coaching hours) and
brings 10 years of corporate experience in the field of Marketing & Sales
Leadership. 2 years ago she decided to leave the corporate world to start her
own business as coach & trainer. She now holds coach certifications from 6
different schools, including somatic, embodiment and health coaching. Her
coaching style is holistic, including the mental but also the emotional, physical
and spiritual body in the process. Mona has coached and mentored especially
people who feel drawn towards becoming coaches themselves. This made her
decide to open her own school called 4-bodies. She lives in between Barcelona
and Vienna and speaks English and German.

Sandra Mederer (Main Host)
Sandra Mederer (1988) is a certified Mindfulness Coach, burnout prophylaxe
trainer, body and mind practiotioner and certified fitness trainer. She brings
more than 10 years of experience in the corporate environment including
leadership experience. Founder of MindFarm that is dedicated to bringing new
capabilities to organizations to establish balance, productivity, focus and an
appreciative and conscious culture despite increasing complexity and dynamics.
She has a deep passion to support individuals in their transformation and works
on a holistic approach. She works with methods from coaching, mindfulness,
mental training and relaxation techniques.
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The support team
Maximilian Mederer (Co-Host)
Maximilian Mederer (1983) brings over 15 years of experience in the corporate
with more than 5 years of leadership experience. He works now as a freelancer
and photographer. During the retreat he will not only make photos and videos,
but also be there for you to ensure that you will have the best experience
possible.

Personal chef & background team
A personal chef specialized on cooking fresh, healthy and local food with a focus
on vegetarian and vegan food. He will spoil us with delicious food that makes our
tummies happy and provides our bodies with the energy we need for our work.
There will also be an experienced Yoga and Surf teacher if you decide to add
these activities to your package.
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A stunning location
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A stunning location
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A location where you can't ask for more. Luxury villa exclusively for us with a nice pool, spacious dining room, and shaded terrace with view over the landscape. Located
in the backcountry of Sintra, Portugal close to the beach (40 minutes walk or 10 minutes by car). Modern double rooms for single use and newly built glamping tents for
the special experience. Closest airport is Lisbon (less than an hour by car).
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What the retreat includes
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4x 3.5 hour group coaching workshops - maximum outcome guaranteed, because of small group size (max. 15 pax)
4x evening experience sessions - energy session, cacao ceremony etc.
1x private coaching session - with either Mona or Sandra during the 5 days
1x joint coaching afternoon activity - mindfulness hike or similar activity
Daily meditations and reflections
5 nights in luxurious private rooms (either room in private villa or luxury tent)
All meals & drinks (freshly cooked vegan breakfast, lunch and dinner by a private chef)
Enough free-time to relax and recharge (possibility to book Yoga and Surf lessons through the location provider)
An unforgettable and life-changing experience with likeminded humans
BONUS:
1x professional private photo shoot onsite
Unique networking opportunity with visionary purpose seekers
Access to our community space post-retreat including live calls with Mona & Sandra
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Excluding arrival to and departure from location
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Agenda
07:00-07:30

Morning meditation (optional)

07:30-09:00

Breakfast

09:00-12:30

Workshop

12:30-14:30

Lunch

14:30-18:00

Free time

18:00-18:30

Meditate & reflect (optional)

18:30-20:30

Dinner

20:30-22:00

Experience session

This is a sample agenda. Time slots may vary slightly from day to day and can be adjusted as needed.

FREE TIME

Each evening we will have an extraordinary session that will
provide lasting experiences and support your transformation in a
completely different way. We will have:
a cacao ceremony
a ritual to let go
an energy session
a festive closing evening with dance session

This is the time to relax maybe on the beach or at the pool or do
anything else that refills your batteries.
You can decide what you want to do during this time. Or join us
at our mindful hike (included and offered on one afternoon).
There is the option to book surf lessons or Yoga classes (at
additional cost).
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EXPERIENCE SESSIONS

Investement & payment plans
REGULAR

BRING YOUR FRIEND

Pay in full

Pay in full

2950 €

2600 € pp**

EXCLUSIVE
DELUXE
RETREAT

BRING YOUR FRIEND
SPECIAL
Valid only until Aug. 28 2022


or

Pay in full

or

1800 € pp**

Payment plan*

Payment plan*



3 x 900 € pp**

OR

BONUS: 1h private Coaching Session

Payment plan*

(valid for 3 months post-retreat)

3 x 650 € pp**

3 x 1050 €

Share a doubleroom with your friend


*Last payment needs to be done at the latest 24 hours before retreat start date September 30th, 2022

The retreat only takes place with a mimimum number of participants of 8 people.
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**Bring your friend price is valid for yourself and for your friend.
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Are you ready to re-create and transform your life?
Join us September 30th - October 5th 2022
Sintra, Portugal
This retreat is not for anyone. We want to make sure you are a change-maker to ensure group fit.

CLICK HERE TO APPLY

Create a life you don't need a break from anymore.

LEARN MORE
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Contact
www.retreation.co
retreation@googlemail.com
@retre.ation

Mona Hassan

Sandra Mederer

@monahassan.co

@awa.tion
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FAQ
Is the transfer from/to airport included in the price?
No. You will have to organise your own flights from and to Portugal. Shuttle service from/to the airport is not included but we can help you with the organisation.
What time can I arrive on arrival day and by when do I have to leave on the departure day?
You can arrive any time after 3pm on the 30th of September and leave by 12pm on departure day.
Can I extend my stay in the villa?
If you want to extend your stay you will have to get in touch with the villa directly and book through them. They might however be already fully booked for that period.
I have certain food allergies. Will this be respected?
Yes. We offer freshly cooked vegan meals and will consider any food allergies. Please report any food allergies you have when booking your spot.
How much free time will we have? Are activities such as Yoga or Surfing included in the price?
The afternoons will always be free for you. Yoga and Surfing Lessons are not included in the price but can be booked. Just inform us during the booking process or latest
4 weeks before the event and we will take care of the rest.
How big is the group size?
Group size will be a minimum of 8 and a maximum of 15 pax.
Can I cancel my booking and get a refund?
Yes. You can cancel until the 30th of June 2022 and get 100% of the total amount back minus 600 € cancellation fee. Until the 31st of July you will get 50% refund of the
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total amount and up to the 15th of September 25% of the total amount. We suggest to book a travel insurance separately.
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Copyright 2022 by Sandra Mederer & Mona Hassan, all rights reserved.
No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior written
permission of Sandra Mederer & Mona Hassan, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical
reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law. For permission requests,
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